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STABLE BASE CHANGE FOR SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS

YUVAL Z. FLICKER

To the memory of Takuro Shintani

§ 0. Introduction

Let EjF be an unramified cyclic extension of local non-archimedean
fields, G a connected reductive group over F, K(F) (resp. K(E)) a hyper-
special maximal compact subgroup of G(F) (resp. G(E)), and H(F) (resp.
H(E)) the Hecke convolution algebra of compactly-supported complex-
valued K(F) (resp. 2£(J5))-biinvariant functions on G(F) (resp. G(E)). Then
the theory of the Satake transform defines (see § 2) a natural homomor-
phism H(E) -> H(F), φ-+ f. There is a norm map N from the set of stable
twisted conjugacy classes in G(E) to the set of stable conjugacy classes
in G(F); it is an injection (see [Ko]). Let Φ'(x,f) denote the stable orbital
integral of / in H(F) at the class x, and Φ'(y, φ) the stable twisted orbital
integral of φ in H(E) at the class y. Note that the set of regular ele-
ments in G(F) is dense, and the orbital integral Φ(x, f) is uniquely de-
termined by its restriction to the regular set. We prove

THEOREM. If φ maps to f, then Φ\x,φ) = Φ'(Nx,f) for any twisted
stable conjugacy class x in G(E) with a norm Nx regular in G(F), and
Φ'(y, f) = 0 for any regular class y in G(F) which is not of the form Nx.

This Theorem, which is sometimes called the Fundamental Lemma,
is important for the study of the Saito-Shintani base-change lifting of
automorphic forms using the trace formula. In the special case where G
is the unitary group Z7(3) in three variables the Theorem becomes Lemma
3.3 of [UP], which we used in [UA]. The Theorem has obvious applica-
tions also to the study of both base-change and endoscopic liftings in
the context of general unitary groups, as suggested by the work of [UP],
[UA] in the case of U(S), as well as by [U(2)]. In particular, it is used in
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122 YUVAL Z. FLICKER

[Rig; IV] to study the quadratic base-change lifting form U(n, E/F) to
GL(n, E) for automorphic representation with a square-integrable com-
ponent at a finite place of F which splits in E.

The proof of this local Theorem is based on an application of the
global trace formula; it is inspired by Kazhdan's proof ([K], Appendix) of
his density theorem. We reduce the Theorem to the case (due to Kottwitz)
where φ and / are the unit elements φ° and f° of the Hecke algebras
H(E) and H(F), on using a new type of functions, which we call "regular"
functions. These are essentially elements in the Hecke algebra with re-
spect to an Iwahori subgroup; they are not spherical functions. They
have the properties that (i) they are supported on the split regular set,
(ii) they annihilate the G-modules without Iwahori fixed vectors. For ex-
ample, when G = SL(2), for each n > 1 there is a regular function f = fn;
it has the property that its normalized orbital integral F(g,f) is zero

unless g is conjugate to (Q Λ with \a\ = qn, where W ( Q α-i)>/») = l
Our approach is new even in the case of base-change for GL(2), and

is considerably simpler than all previous approaches. As is well known,
the Theorem was first proven by Saito for GL(2), and recently by Arthur-
Clozel (manuscript in preparation) for GL(n). This last technique is also
suggested by the proof of [K], Appendix, but it is based on usage of
spherical functions, and relies on a deep result of [BZ'] asserting that
when G—GL(ri) the only tempered elliptic G-modules which are subquoti-
ents of unramified principal series representations are Steinberg. An an-
alogous description is known for G = £7(3), and as noted in [UP] (e.g.
p. 132, I. 17/18) and [UA], we checked that the technique of spherical func-
tions can be used to prove the Theorem when G = £7(3). However we
could not prove the Theorem for other unitary groups G = U(ή) (n > 3)
using this technique. This motivated us to develop our method, which
does not require analogous facts concerning composition factors of un-
ramified principal series representations, hence makes it possible to prove
the Theorem for an arbitrary reductive group.

Our method applies quite generally: it is used in the case of the meta-
plectic correspondence [FK] (where non-algebraic groups appear), and in
the case of the symmetric square [Sym; II], which is not a base-change
situation. The technique is likely to apply in any lifting situation to
reduce the transfer of orbital integrals of spherical functions to that of
the unit elements in the Hecke algebras. To simplify the exposition we
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SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS 123

deal here only with the case of stable base-change. Unstable analogues
of the Theorem are known in some cases of arbitrary rank; see [K'] and
[GL(n)], and [Sym; V]. Also, it will be easier for the reader to (follow
the author and) read the proofs first in the context of the most important
cases, namely when G is split (easiest case is G = GL(n)), or when Gf =
GL(n, E) and G is the unitary group U(n, EjF) defined using a quadratic
extension EjF.

Regular functions play a crucial role not only in the study of spherical
functions, but also in the study of analytical aspects of the trace formula
and its applications to lifting problems. Regular functions afford establish-
ing the metaplectic correspondence in [FK], the simple algebra corre-
spondence in [Rig; III], and base-change lifting for unitary groups in
[Rig; IV], without having to study the orbital integrals of the non elliptic-
regular classes with appear in the trace formula. They are used in [STF]
to extend the global theorems of [FK], [Rig; III] to the context of cuspidal
representations with a single supercuspidal component. In the context
of groups of rank one, the usage of regular functions affords a simple
proof for the comparison of trace formulae for general test functions,
needed to establish lifting theorems, bypassing the analytical difficulties
encountered if no care is taken to optimize the choice of a test function.
In particular, regular functions make it possible to give in [RTF] an ele-
mentary completion of the Saito-Shintani proof of the cyclic base-change
theory for GL(2), and to complete in [Sym; VI] the study of the symmetric-
square lifting from SL(2) to PGL(3) for all automorphic representations.

§ 1. Base-change

Let F be a local or global field. Let G" be a reductive group de-
fined over F. Denote by G1 its connected component of the identity.
Suppose that G"\Gf is cyclic, generated by σ. Suppose that G! is quasi-
split, and contains a Borel subgroup Bf defined over F which is σ-invariant
(thus σBf = B'σ). For any field extension F' of F, put G"(F0 for the
group of F' points of G''. Put G" = Gυ(F), Bf = B'(F), etc. Let A' be
a maximal torus defined over F i n a Levi subgroup of Bf\ clearly A! can
be assumed to be σ-invariant. When F is local, denote by R the ring of
integers of F. Suppose that G' and A are defined over R, and that Kf =
G\R) is a hyperspecial (see [Ti]) maximal compact subgroup of G' with
G' = K'B' = K'A'K'. Further assume that A' ΓΊ K' = A'(R). It is clear
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124 YUVAL Z. FLICKER

that such a choice of A', K! is possible in the case which we now discuss.

Consider the case of base-change. Let E\F be a cyclic field extension,

G a quasi-split reductive connected F-group, and G' = ResE/FG the F-group

obtained from G on restricting scalars from E to F Let F be a galois

extension of F which contains E and splits G. Then (7 is isomorphic

over F to the product G X X G of e = [E: F] copies of G, on which

Gal (F/F) acts through its quotient Gal(£/F), as follows. Fix σ in Gal (F/F)

whose restriction to E generates Gal (E/F). Write a(xx, , xe) = (x2, ,

xe, xx). Then Gal (F/F) acts on G(F) by τ: x-+ τxy and on G'{F) by

( * ) τ(xu - , xe) = ^(r^t, , rxe)

if the restriction of τ to Z? coincides with σ* (0 < i < e). Hence

G(E) X . . . X G(£), and

G' = G'ίF) = {(x, σx, , σ 6"^); x in G(JB)}

is isomorphic to G(E). Put C?'' = Gf X <σ>. Fix a Borel subgroup B in

<? and a maximally split torus A in 5, defined over F. Put A = ^4(F),

A' = ResE/FA; then A7 = A'(F) is isomorpihc to A(E). Similarly we have

B, B\ We assume that G, B, A are defined over R when F is local.

Let G° be a complex reductive connected group whose root datum

(X, J,X*, J v ) is dual to that of G (see [B], where G° is denoted by LG°).

Put G for the semi-direct product G° X Gal (FIF) (see [B]). Write G/o for

G° X X G°, and G" for G/o X Gal (F/F) where Gal (F/F) acts by the

formula of (*). In particular G° is endowed with a Gal (F/F)-invariant

maximal torus A0; we put A for the subgroup A0 X Gal (F/F) of G. A'

= A0 X X A0 is a maximal torus in G/o; we put A" for the subgroup

Af X Gal (FIF) of G".

Suppose now that F is local non-archimedean, EfF is unramified, and

G splits over a finite unramified extension F of F. We assume that F

contains E. Fix a generator cr of Gal (F/F). Its restriction to E generates

Gal (E/F). Let X*(A) (resp. X*(A")) be the group of rational characters

X in X*(A°) (resp. X*(l ')) with 1 - χ o τ for all r in Gal (F/F). Then

X*(iί) - Zr, X*(A") ~ Zr\ with r < r;. We have A'IAf(Ή) ~ X*(A") and
A/A(i?) - X*(iC). The norm map N from A' to A defined by Na = aσ(a)

• •'σe-ι(ά) defines a map from X*(A") to X*(A) which is dual to the

diagonal embedding of A in A'\

Let C(G0 be the space of complex-valued compactly-supported locally-
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constant functions on G" which are supported on G/ X σ. The "twisted"

orbital integral of φ in C{G') at x in G" is

Φ(x, Φ) =

It is taken over G'\Z{x), where Z(x) is the centralizer of x in G', and dy

is a Haar measure (which is unique up to a scalar multiple (see, e.g.,

[BZ])). If x is semi-simple in G", then the orbit {yxy'1} is closed and the

convergence is clear. This is the only case needed below. For conver-

gence in general see [R], We say that x (in G'Xσ) is regular if its cen-

tralizer Z(x) in Gr is a torus. We shall also consider the integral rΦ{x, φ)

on the set of regular x in G'Xσ; fΦ(x,φ) is defined on replacing Z(x) in

the definition of Φ(x> φ) by the split component of Z(x).

Let x = su = us be the Jordan decomposition of x in Grr into a semi-

simple and unipotent elements s and u. For any algebraic group X, let

L(X) be the Lie algebra of (the connected component of) X. Put

Δ{x) = Zf(s) = |det {(1 - Ad

and

F(x, φ) = Δ{x)Φ{x, φ), 'F(x, φ) = J(xYΦ(x, φ).

A subgroup P " of G" is called here parabolic if P ' = G' Π P " is a

parabolic subgroup of G', and C/G' ~ P"/P' . Let iV be the unipotent

radical of P " ; it is equal to the unipotent radical of P ' . By a Levi sub-

group Mf of P ' we mean a standard Levi subgroup, namely one which

contains A\ Then P' = M'N is a Levi decomposition of P', and P / r =

M"N of P / ; , where M" is a Levi subgroup of P" satisfying M"\Mr ~

P'ΊP'. For m in M7/, put δP.(m) = |det Ad(m)|L(iV)|. Put 5 for 3^.

For ^ in C(G0 and a parabolic P' = I W , define ^^ in C(M0 by

= dP,{m)112 [ dn [ φ(k-'mnk)dk .
J N J K'

φN depends on N. But its orbital integral at an element m of M" regular

(see § 2) in G" depends only on M / ;. Indeed, a standard computation

(see, e.g., [FK], § 7) shows that F(m, φ) = FM"(m, φN) for such m. FM" is

the orbital integral, multiplied by the ΔM.,-factor, with respect to M".

Let μ be an unramified character of A'. Namely it is trivial on

A'(R). Extend μ to a character on Bf = AfΌr by setting μ = 1 on the

unipotent radical Όf. Let I\μ) be the G'-module unitarily induced from
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μ. Thus I'(μ) = Ind(d1/2μ; G\ Bf). It is unramified. Namely it has a non-

zero K'-fixed vector. The dimension of the space of K'-Άxeά vectors is one.

Hence I'(μ) has a unique irreducible unramified subquotient πμ. Any

irreducible unramified G'-module can be realized in this way (see [Ca]).

The map μ X a —> πμ yields an isomorphism of sets from the variety of

conjugacy classes in G" which intersect G'Xσ, to the set of irreducible

unramified G'-modules.

Given a G'-module (V, V), put 5π'(x) = π'(σx). Such π' is called σ~

invariant if it is equivalent to 9π\ Namely, there exists an intertwining

operator A with π\σx)A = Aπ\x) for all x in G'. If πf is irreducible, then

by Schur's lemma Ae is a scalar which we normalize to have A6 = 1, and

put 7r'(σ) = A. Hence a σ-invariant G'-module extends to a G"-module.

Note that πμ is ^-invariant if and only if Γ{μ) and 5 J 7 ^) have equal char-

acters (namely equal composition series up to order).

DEFINITION. By a strongly irreducible G'-module we mean here a

G^-module whose restriction to Gf is irreducible; it is an extension to G"

of a ^-invariant G'-module.

Given a G^-module πf, φ in C(Gf) and a Haar measure GPΛ; on G\ we

define the convolution operator π'(φ) = φ(x)π'(x)d'x. It has finite rank,

and its trace is denoted by tr π'(φ). The trace is equal to zero unless πf is

strongly irreducible. By the character X = X(π;) we mean a complex-valued

function on G'Xσ which is locally-constant on the regular set with

tr π'(φ) = f X(x)φ(x)dx

for every φ which is supported on the regular set. It is easy to show

that the character X exists in this sense. It is also known that when

char F = 0, X extends as a locally-integrable function to G' X σ, with

tr π\φ) = ί X(x)φ(x)dx

for all φ in C(G'); but we do not need this deeper result.

§ 2. Satake transform

Consider the situation of local base change in the notations of Sec-

tion 1. Thus R is the ring of integers in F, RE in E; Kr = G'(R) = G(RE)

is a maximal compact subgroup of the group Gf ~ G(E), and K = G(R)
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of G. Let Hf be the convolution algebra of if'-biinvariant compactly-

supported complex-valued functions φ on G'. Recall (§ 1) that A'jA'(B) ~

X*(Afr). Since φ in W is If'-biinvariant, F(a, φ) = φu(ά) depends only on

the projection λ of a in X*(A"), and we denote it by F(λ, φ). Given an

admissible irreducible G'-module π\ φ in H' and a Haar measure d'x on

G', the convolution operator π'(φ) = φ(x)π'(x)d'x has finite rank, and its

trace is denoted by tr π;{<f). Since φ is spherical, we have π'(φ) — 0, unless

πf is unramified. In the latter case π'(φ) acts as a scalar multiple of the

projection on the space of if'-fixed vectors in the space of πf. We have

tr πμ(φ) = tr F(μ, φ) for φ in H\ As noted in Section 1 there is a bijec-

tion from the set of conjugacy classes in G" which intersect G'Xσ, to the

set of irreducible unramified G'-modules πμ. Let W = NjZ be the quotient

of the normalizer N = N(A' Xσ) of AfXσ in G', by the centralizer Z =

σ). The Satake isomorphism φ-+φy identifies W with the algebra

crP' of W-invariant finite Laurent series on AfXσ. It is defined by

φ^iμXσ) - tr π'μ{φ) = [ μ(a)F(a9 φ)da = £ F ( ^ ^(/i)

(Λ in ^(A'O). The first equality is our definition, the second follows

from a standard computation [D] of the character of an induced repre-

sentation. We put λ(μ) for μ(a) if a maps to λ via A'/A'(R) ~ X(A").

Similarly, let H be the Hecke algebra of G with respect to K. The

members of H are denoted by /, and the Satake transform by / v . Let

H' -* H, φ -± f, be the map dual to the diagonal embedding G -> G", by

x X σ -> (x, - - -, x) X σ. Thus 0 defines / by

/v( x x σ) = ^v((Xj . . ., Λ) x σ) ( = φV((Xσ(χ) . . ., 1, . . ., 1) X σ)) .

DEFINITION. 5̂ in ί ί 7 corresponds to / in if if / is the image of

under the above map ZΓ -* i7.

If φ corresponds to / then

Σ F(λ, f)λ(μ) = Σ F(λ9 φ)λ(μσ(μ) •) ,

and

Here α in A corresponds to # in X*(A), and the last sum ranges over all

λ in X*(Ά') with Nλ = λ + σλ + + σ6"1^ equals <*. If there is no λ

with Nλ — α then F(α, /) is zero.
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The element φ of H/ defines a function, denoted again by φ, in C(G0,

by φ(x X σ) = 0(x). A standard change of variable shows that the sum

on the right of (*) is the "twisted" orbital integral F(b X d, φ), which is

defined in Section 1, where b in Af maps to λ in X*(A") with Nλ = a.

We denote any α in A which maps to a by Nb, and conclude

PROPOSITION. If φ corresponds to f under the map H' -> H, then F(x X

σ, φ) = F(Nx, f) for all regular x in Af. If a in A defines a in X*(A) such

that a φ Nλ for all λ in X*{A") then F(a, f) is zero. Moreover, we have

that F(x, f) — 0 for any regular x in G which is not a norm.

The third claim follows from the second; the proof is omitted.

The unit element f° of H (resp. φ° of H') is supported on K = Kf Π G

(resp. K'), and attains there the value |if I"1 (resp. lif'l"1)- \K\ indicates

the volume of K with respect to the Haar measure dx on G fixed in the

definition of the Satake transform. By restriction of scalars the differ-

ential form ω on G which defines dx yields a form ω' on G\ and a

measure d'x on G\ so that the volume \K'\ is defined.

COROLLARY. φ° corresponds to f° (under the map Hf —> H).

We use below the following definitions. Let F be an algebraic closure

of F. The elements x, xf in G' are called (stably) σ-conjugate if there is

y in Gr (resp. G'(F)) with y(x X σ) = (x7 X σ)y, namely x X σ, xf X σ are

(stably) conjugate by Gf. There is a norm map N from the set of stable

σ-conjugacy classes in G\ to the set of stable conjugacy classes in G,

obtained from the map x->xσ(x) -σe~ι(x) from G(E) to itself (see [Ko]).

We say that x in G' is σ-regular if iVx is regular in G, namely the cen-

tralizer Z(Nx) of Nx in G is a torus. This definition is equivalent to the

one given in Section 1. Indeed, the centralizers Z(x X σ), Z(xf X σ) in Gr

of x X σ, xf X σ, where x, xf are stably σ-conjugate, are inner forms of

each other, and of Z(Nx). Hence these centralizers are isomorphic over

F. They are all isomorphic tori when x X σ is regular (i.e., x is σ-regular).

We always use these isomorphisms to transfer differential forms, and

Haar measures.

For φ in C(G;) we write Φ(x, φ) (and in Section 3 we write Φ(xσ, φ))

for Φ(x X σ, φ), where no confusion should arise. Here x is in G'. Put

Φf(x, φ) for the sum 2 Φ(x\ φ) over a set of representatives x' for the σ-

conjugacy classes within the stable σ-conjugacy class of x in G\ Similarly,

we put Φ'(x, /) for the sum 2 Φ(x\ f) over a set of representatives x' for
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the conjugacy classes within the stable conjugacy class of x in G. Put

F'(x, φ) = Δ{x)Φ'{x, φ\ F\y, f) = Δ{y)Φ\y, f). Note that Δ{x X σ) = Δ(Nx).

DEFINITION, φ in C(G') and / in C(G) are matching, or have match-

ing (stable) orbital integrals, if F'(x, φ) = F'(Nx,f) for all σ-regular x in G',

and Φ'(y, f) — 0 for any regular 3/ in G which is not of the form Nx, x

in G'.

In particular, we emphasize that below we identify φ in Hf with an

element in C(G;) via φ(x X σ) = 0(x), and all orbital integrals (in § 5 etc.)

are "twisted": F(^, 0) is F(a X of, 0) (but not F(a, φ)), if a in A' maps to

λ in X*(A"), etc. Further, G' - G'(F) is isomorphic to G(E). We prefer

to use G' and <7, which are defined over F, for the Satake transform and

in the study (§ 5) of stable conjugacy, and G" = G(E) X <σ> for representa-

tion theory.

The character X, defined in Section 1, is a function on the space of

(σ-) conjugacy classes of (σ-) regular elements. Such function, which

attains the same value on all (σ-) conjugacy classes within any stable

(σ-) conjugacy class of (σ-) regular elements, is called (σ-) stable.

§ 3. Unit element

PROPOSITION. For any σ-regular δ in G' = G(E) we have Φ'(δσ, φ°) =

Φ'(Nδ, f°), namely φ° and f° are matching.

Proof (Kottwitz [Ko'l). We may assume that δ lies in K\ Φ(δσ, φ°) is

the sum of

\Z(δσ)\Z(δσ)gK'g'1\l\K'\ = \Z{δσ)ϊ\gK'g-ι\gK'g-ι\l\K'\ = \Z(δσ) Π gK'g-ι\~ι

over the g in Z(δσ)\G'/K' with g'^δσg in Kf. Here Z(δσ) is the centralizer

of δσ in G'. Let x0 be a point in the building Xf = G'x, of Gr (see [Ti]),

so that the stabilizer StabG/(£0) of x0 in Gr is K''. Then the building X

of G is GJC0, and if = Stabσ(x0) The condition g^δσg in if' can be put

in the form g'xδσgxϋ = xo> or dσx = x, where x = ^ χ0 is in X7. The same

argument applied with E replaced by F9 and σ = 1, shows that given 5 in

if' and T = Nδ in G, in fact in if, it suffices to show that: there is a

bijection between (1) the set of σ-conjugacy classes in the stable σ-con-

jugacy class of δ which intersect if', and (2) the set of conjugacy classes

in the stable conjugacy class of T which intersect if, such that for match-

ing δ, ϊ under this bijection, we have
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Σ IStaW*)!"1 = Σ |StabZ(M(x')Γ'
X X'

x ranges over Z(T)\X with ϊx = x; xr over Z(δσ)\X\ δσx' = xf. Note that

G'\K' ~ X' = G'xQ9 and that Z(γ) ~ Z(δσ). Write X'δ* and Xr for the set

of fixed points in Xf and X of δσ and Γ, respectively.

Let F' denote the completion of the maximal unramified extension

F u r of F. Denote by Φ a Frobenius element in Gal (F'/F), whose restric-

tion to E is our σ. Put G - G(F'). Then X = Gx0, X = Gx0, X
7 - G'z0.

The semi-direct product G X <Φ> acts on the building X, and

Suppose r is given. Since γφ = Φr, we have (Ϊ,Φ) = (rΦyϊ
e'ιΦe}. Let

i? be the ring of integers in F'. As the map from G(R) to itself by g ->

g'ιΦe(g) is surjective (see [G]), there is c in G(Λ) with Γ ' 1 = c^Φ^c). Put

δ - crΦ(c)"1 (in G(Λ)) to obtain that {Γ~ιΦe, TΦ) = c'\Φ\ δΦ)c, and X7 =

c"1^*". Since <r, Φ> is commutative, δ = Φe(^) lies in G', hence in K'.

If the stably conjugate λ6"1 = c~ιΦe(c), f6'1 = c'"xΦe{cr) yield σ-conjugate

δ = cϊΦic'1), δ' = c'ϊ'Φic'-1), we may assume 3 = 3' to obtain c~λcΎΦ{c-χcfYx

= r, and cΓc"1 = iV5 = iVδ' = cYV"1; hence Φίc"1^) = c"V, and r, Γ are

conjugate. Here we put iVd = δΦ(δ) -Φe'\δ), and below: iV^ = 5Φ(3)

Φe~\δ). Given 3 we find c with iV'5 = Φe(c)Φe-\c~ι\ and define r = c~ιNδc.

We obtain a bijection of (σ-) conjugacy classes {δ}, {T}y with the required

properties.

§ 4. Regular functions

Let F be a local non-archimedean field, E a cyclic extension of F, σ

a generator of Gal (E/F), G/ = G(£) the group of ^-points on the group

G of Section 1, and put G" = G' X <σ> as in Section 1. Let (π", V) be

an admissible G^-module of finite length, P" = M"N an F-parabolic sub-

group of G" with Levi subgroup M1' and unipotent radical N. The quo-

tient of V by {π"(ri)υ — υ; v in V, n in iV} is an M"-module 'π'π, since

ikf/7 normalizes N. The Jacquet module π:̂  of TΓ" with respect to N (or P")

is defined to be δγβfπf^ It is admissible of finite length. The functor

7r" -> 7τ̂  is exact. Let Γ£(p) be the G^-module lnάGpf

r

t{δψp) induced from

the P" = M'W-module δψ.φ ® 1. Then Hom G , (/ , I^.ί/ti)) = Hom*,,^,, p)

for all admissible M^-modules p and G^-modules π/;. Hence π" ^ 0 im-

plies that π" is a subquotient of ΓM(π^). Note that since π^ is an M^-
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module, its restriction πf

N to Mf — M" Π G' is a σ-invariant M'-module.

As noted at the end of Section 1, tr π^(φ) for φ in C(M') is the sum of

tr τ{φ) over the strongly irreducible iW'-modules τ in the composition series

of π%.

As in Section 1, let Σ be the set of positive roots of A' in B\ Fix

a ^-invariant cocompact lattice L in A' with the property that for any λ

in L and a in Σ if |αr(Λ)| = 1 then a(λ) = 1. Note that L - A'/A'CR) -

X*(A"). Put L- for the set of λ in L with \a(λ)\ < 1 for all a in J. For

any semi-simple t — tΰχ σ in G' X σ, there exists a positive integer •£, and y

in G', so that yteίy~x = Λs, where A lies in L", and s generates a subgroup

of G' whose closure is compact. Let P[ be the standard (containing Bf)

parabolic subgroup of G' whose Levi component M[ is the centralizer Z(λ)

of λ in G', and put P{ = M'tN't for y " J P ^ . We shall be interested here in

the special case where P't is σ-invariant. We then put P " = P[ X <σ). It

is clear that our definition of P[ is equivalent to that of [C].

Choosing the sequence {K^ of open compact subgroups form [C], Lemma

2.1, to be σ-invariant, the proof of [C], Theorem 5.2, extends to the twisted

case to yield

LEMMA 1. Let t = tϋχσ be a regular element of G" such that P" =

P't' = P[ x <<7> is a parabolic subgroup. Then X(π")(t) = l('πfά)(t). Since

Δ{t) = ΔM..(t)δP.,(tyιι*, we have {Δl{π")){t) = (ΔMX(π%)){t) for such t.

Here X(π") denotes the character of π" (see Section 1).

DEFINITION. (1) For a in Σ and λ in X*(A//)(=A//A/(i?)) we define

{a, λ} to be \a((b X σ)e)\1/e, where b corresponds to λ in A'. Then (b X σ)e lies

in A', (a, λ) is defined, and it depends only on Nλ, but not on λ itself.

(2) An element λ of X*(A), which is equal to Nλ' for some λf in

X*(A"), is called regular if <α, λ7> ^ 0 for each root α of A7, equivalently

if {a, λ} Φ 0 for each root α of A. For each ί in Af which corresponds

to 1' in X*(A") with regular Nλ' = ,̂ the AίJ of the Lemma is equal to

A'.

(3) Let μ be a unitary character of A. Let A be a regular element

of X*(A). The function 0 in C(G') is called regular (and associated with

μ, /I) if F(t' X σ, φ) is zero for all t' in G' unless t' is σ-conjugate to an ele-

ment of A' which corresponds to λf in X*(A") with A = Nλ' in Z*(A),

where we require that F(f X σ, φ) — μ~\Nt'). Since the support S of the

function F(t' X σ, φ) of V in G; is open and closed in G', we assume, as we
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may, that the support of φ lies in S. Note that S is contained in the σ-

conjugacy class of Ar in Gf. Thus from now on by a regular function

we mean one which is supported on S.

LEMMA 2. // φ is regular and πf is a strongly irreducible G"-module

(see Section 1), then tr π\φ) = X(x)φ(x)d'x is equal to

w(A)-1 ί (jχ)(f X σ)F(tf X σ, φ)dt.
J NA'

Remark. Here we integrate over t in A but (Δt){f X σ) is evaluated at

V in Af with Nt' = t. Namely we integrate over A'\An'\ w(A) is the

order of the Weyl group W(A) of A in G.

Proof. This follows at once from the Weyl integration formula.

Lemma 1 asserts that for V with F(tXσ, φ)) Φ 0, we have (AX)(t'Xσ) =

Άπ'uW X σ)i where Uf denotes the unipotent radical of the Borel subgroup

jBr fixed above, and l{nr

v) indicates the character of the A" = Ar X <σ>-

module π'υ,. As noted at the end of Section 1, l(πr

Uf) is a sum of σ-invariant

characters rf of A\ namely strongly irreducible A^-modules, and we write

η(Ntr) for rf(f! X σ). Note that tr πf(φ) vanishes unless for some rf we have

η(Nt') = μ(N?) for V with Nt' in A(R). In the latter case tr π\φ) is equal

to

1 Σ [ η{Nt')μ(Nt')\F(tf X a, φ)\dt = Σ y(*W) f η{Nu')μ(Nu')du .
η' J NA' η' J NA'(R)

Here rf ranges over the set of characters in l(nf

v). The sum ranges only

over the rf for which the integral on the right is non-zero, hence equal to

one (for a suitable choice of measure on A(R)). For such if the expression

y](Nt')μ(Nt') depends only on λ — Nλf, and is denoted by η(λ)μ(λ). We write

λ(ή) for this expression, where now η indicates the element of A — X*

(X*(A)) defined by λ -> η(λ)μ(λ) for a varying λ. In these notations we

conclude that we have the following

LEMMA 3. Fix rf in X(ττ̂ ) then there is a subset W(π'u,) of W(A), de-

pending on π'jj, and rf, such that

tr π'(φ) = Σ λ(wη) .

The sum is over w in W(π;

Uf), and wη is the element of A obtained

under the action of w. It is clear from Frobenius reciprocity that the
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σ-invariant G'-module πf is a subquotient of the G'-module unitarily in-

duced from the character a —> rf(a X σ) = η(Na) of A', extended trivially to

B'. In particular, we have the following.

LEMMA 4. If μ is unramίfied then ηr is unramified, and π' is a sub-

quotient of the Gf-module I(η') induced from an unramίfied character of the

Borel subgroup. Hence πf has a vector fixed by the action of an Iwahori

subgroup.

Proof. The last assertion follows from [B'], Lemma 4.7.

In the special case where E = F, σ = 1, G" = G' — G, our definitions

become the following

DEFINITION. The function / in C(G) is called regular (and associated

with μ, λ) if F(t, f) is zero for all ί in G unless t is conjugate to an ele-

ment of A which corresponds to λ in X*(A), where F(t,f) = μ~\t). Since

the support S of F(t, f) is open and closed in G we assume that / van-

ishes outside S, namely by a regular function we mean from now on such

function which is supported on S.

As in the twisted case it is clear that we have the following

LEMMA 5. For any irreducible G-module π and regular function f the

trace tr π(f) is zero unless the Jacquet module πv of π with respect to the

Borel subgroup contains a character η with η{t) = μ(t) on t in NA'(R), in

which case there is a subset W(πυ) of W(A) such that

tr τr(/) = Σ Kwη)

again η is regarded here as an element of A.

Remark. If φ in C(G') and / in C(G) are regular and associated with

a character μ of A and λ in X*(A), then they are matching (we need to

compare their orbital integrals only at a in Af with Na in A which cor-

responds to λ in X*(A), where we have the equality by definition of reg-

ularity).

§ 5. Stabilization

If G — GL(ri) then the contents of this section are trivial; the reader

who is interested in this special case only may continue directly to the

next section.
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Suppose that E/F is a cyclic extension of global fields, and a generates

the galois group Gal (E/F). G is a reductive connected F-group, G/ =

ResE/FG and Gff = Gf X <σ> (see Section 1). By C(G') we denote the set of

functions φ = ®0.y on G'(̂ 4), supported on G'(A) X <7, so that each compo-

nent φυ lies in C(G^ (see Section 1) and φv — φ°v for almost all v (see Section

2). Recall the following

DEFINITION. The elements x, x; of G/ are called (stably) σ-conjugate

if x X σ, x' X # are (stably) conjugate, namely there is y in G' (resp. Gf(F))

with j(x X <τ) = (x' X <j)j. Here F is a separable closure of F.

Suppose that x is σ-regular, namely that the σ-centralizer T of x in

G', which is isomorphic to the centralizer of Nx in G, is a torus. If xf

lies in G' and yx = x '^ y) with 3/ in G'(F), since τx = x for all τ in

Gal (F/F), we have τ(;y)x = x'σΐτ y). Let B\TjF) denote the set of σ-

conjugacy classes within the stable σ-conjugacy class of x. Let B'(TjF)

denote the kernel of the natural map from the group H\F, T) to the

pointed set H\F9 G'). We clearly have the following

LEMMA 1. The map which associates to the element xf = yxσiy'1) in

the stable σ-conjugacy class of x the class of the cocycle {τ ^-> yτ = y~ιτ(y)}

in H\F, T), induces a well-defined bίjectίon from Bf(TjF) to B'(T/F).

We shall be interested in the following

LEMMA 2. If H\E, G) is a one point set then so is H\F, GO, and con-

sequently B'(T/F) = IP(F, T).

Proof We have to compute ίΓ(Gal (EjF), G'(E)), namely to find the

x = (x,, , xe) in G(E) X X G(E) with Nx = xσ(x)- -σ'"1^) equals 1.

Such x satisfies x^σ(x^)' -σe"1(xe) = 1. Hence u — (uu , ue), with ut =

Xi<7(Xi + i)' - σe~i(xe\ satisfies x = uσiu'1)* a s required.

Remark. More generally, it is clear that if KjF is a finite separable

extension and G is any algebraic group over K, then H\F, Resκ/FG) ~

H\K,G); indeed, if A = Gal (F/F) and B = Gal(F/ίΓ), and M = G(F),

then (Res^GXF) is the induced module 7JM, and ii^A, J^M) = H\B, M).

DEFINITION. (1) If F is a local field, put Φ'(x, φ) = Σx' $(χ'> 0)? where

the sum ranges over a set of representatives x' for the σ-conjugacy classes

within the stable σ-conjugacy class of x, or, in short, over B\T/F). If F

is global and x lies in G', then Φ'(x, $ ) = Φ(x, φ°v) for almost all u, and

we define Φ'(x, φ) to be \\υ Φ\x, φυ). Denote by A the ring of adeles of F.
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(2) Put H'(A, T) for the restricted pointed sum ®H\Fυ, T). Put

X*(T) = Horn (Gm, T) for the group of F-morphisms from the multiplica-

tive group Gm to the torus T (one-parameter subgroups). It is a free Z-

module of finite rank r, where r is the rank of G. Note that X*(TΌ) =

X*(T). Let if be a finite galois extension of F over which T splits.

Gal (K/F) acts on T, hence on X*(T); denote by Nκ/F the sum of r over

Gal (K/F).

The Tate-Nakayama duality [Ta] (or [Se]) implies the following

LEMMA 3. The quotient of H\A, T) by the image of H\F, T) injects

in H~\Qυλ (KjF), X*(T)), namely in the quotient

k'(T) = {μ in X*(Γ); Nκ/Fμ = 0}l(μ - τμ; τ in Gal (K/F)) .

However, in general, H\F, T) does not inject in H\A, T), and the

monomorphism from Hι(A, T)βmH\F, T) to H-\Gsl (K/F), X*(T)) is not

surjective. In the local case, if Kυ is a finite galois extension of Fυ over

which TΌ = T(FV) splits, the theory of [Ta] implies the following

LEMMA 4. The group H\FV9 T) is equal to H-\Gal (KJFυ), X*(Γ)),

namely to the quotient

k'(Tv) = {μ in X*(T); NKυ/Fυμ = 0}l(μ -τμ;τ in Gal (KJFυ), μ in X*{T)} .

PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose that F is global; u is a place of F; x is (a

rational element) in G/ which is σ-ellίptίc regular in Gf

u, it determines T, K

as above. Assume that (1) the component φu of φ at u satisfies Φ(x, φu) =

Φ(x\ Φu) for any xf in G'u stably σ-conjugate to x; and (2) that Gal (KJFU)

~Gal(.K7jF), hence that the representations pu: Gal (KJFU) -> Aut Z r , p:

Gal (K/F) -> Aut Z r , which determine Tu, T, are equivalent. Then

^ ) is equal to [k'(T)YιΦ'(x, φ).
x'

The sum ranges over B\TjF), namely over a set of representatives for the

σ-conjugacy classes within the stable σ-conjugacy class of x in G'.

Proof. It is clear from [Ta] that under the assumption of (2) there

is an exact sequence

0 -• H\F, T) -+ Hι(A, T) -* ff-^Gal (K/F), X*(Γ)) -> 0

which splits, and in particular that H\A, T)jH\F9 T) = H\FU9 Tu\ Since

(1) asserts that Φ(x, φu) is constant on B'(TJFU\ it follows that Σx, Φ(x', φ)

(sum over xf in B(T/F)) is constant on B'(T/A), and the proposition follows.
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Remark. (1) Proposition 5.1 is stated and proved when H\E, G) =

H\F, G') is trivial; it can be stated and proved in general, as is done in

the non-twisted case in Proposition 5.2, but we do not do it here. As

an example, when EjF is quadratic and G is the unitary group U(n, E/F)

whose F-points are the g in G(E) = GL(n, E) with σ(g) — J^'W'1 equals

g, then H\E, G) = if *(Gal (F/E), GL(n, F)) is trivial, but H\F, G) is non-

trivial even when n = 1.

(2) If Gr is semi-simple and simply-connected, then H\Fυ, Gf) is trivial

when Fυ is a non-archimedean local field, or Fυ = C. The Hasse principle

asserts that H\F, Gr) is isomorphic (as a pointed set) to the restricted

pointed direct sum ®ΌH\Fυ9 G')\ for our G' this sum ranges over the real

places only. Hence H\F, Gf) is trivial if F has no real places (it is totally

imaginary if its characteristic is zero).

We also have to deal with the non-twisted case of the connected re-

ductive F-group G, where F is global. Here x' and x in G are called

(stably) conjugate if there is y in G (resp. G(F)) with x' — y~xxy. The

map y H* {τ-+yτ = y1t(y)} defines an isomorphism from the set B(T/F) of

conjugacy classes within the stable conjugacy class of x in G to the kernel

B(TjF) = ker [H\F, T) -> H\F, G)] of the natural map from the group

ίΓ(F, T) to the set ίΓ(F, G). Let Gsc be the semi-simple simply-connected

covering group of the derived group Gder of G. Since y can be taken to

be in Gder, and it can be lifted to Gsc, it is clear that B(T/F) is the image

in H\F, T) of B(TJF) = ker [H\F, TJ -> H\F, Gsc)], where Γsc is the in-

verse image of T in Gsc. Let C(T/F) be the image Im [ίΓ(F, Tsc) -> H\F, T)}

of the natural map from H\F, TJ to H\F, T). It is a group, and £(T/F)

is a subset of C(TjF). This discussion is valid also when F is replaced

by a local field Fv. We put C(T/A) for the restricted pointed direct sum

®C(TIFV), and note that by [Ta] the quotient C{TlA)jlm C(TjF) embeds in

k(T) = {μ in X*(TJ; Nκ/Fμ = 0}l(μ - W r i n Gal (K/F), μ in X*(Γ)> .

Moreover, C{TjFυ) is isomorphic to the local analogue k(Tv). We write

φ(oC9 f) = 0 for ^ in C(T/F) - B(T/F), locally and globally. As usual, for

x in G we write Φ'{x,f) for the product of the local sums Φ'{x,fυ)\ the

product is absolutely convergent since Φ'(x, fξ) = Φ(x, /°) for almost all u.

We have

PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose that F is global; u is a place of F; x in

G is elliptic regular in Gu. Assume that (1) the component fu of f at u
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satisfies Φ(x,fu) = Φ(x',fu) for any xr in Gu stably conjugate to x; (2) the

assumption (2) of (5.1) holds. Then

) ™ equal to [k(T)]'W(x9f).

The sum ranges over the xr in C(TjF).

The proof is the same as in the twisted case.

For the comparison of the sums over x in the trace formulae we fix

a differential form of highest degree on G defined over F. It defines Haar

measures d'xv and dxv on Gf

v and Gv at all places v. The Tamagawa

measures dx = ®dxυ on G(A) and d'x = ®d'xv on G'(A) are independent of

the choice of the F-rational differential form on (7, and they satisfy \G'\

G'(A)\ = δ\G\G(A)\, where δ is the index of k(T) in k'(T); T is a torus

which is elliptic at u, and δ is independent of the choice of T.

§ 6. Comparison

Notations as in Section 5. We first record a consequence of Arthur's

work [A], generalized to the twisted case by Clozel, Labesse, Langlands

(seminar at IAS, 1984).

LEMMA 0. Suppose the components at ut (0 < i < r) of the function φ

in C(G') are supported on the σ-ellίptίc regular set of G'Ui, and r is larger

then or equal to the rank of G. Further φUl vanishes at the x in G'U1 X σ for

which there are g in G'Uχ and z Φ 1 in Z(G'Ul) with g'^xg = zx. Then

Σ \Z'(A)T\T(A)\Φ(x, φ) = Σ c«> tr π'(φ).
x π'

The sum over x is finite. It ranges over the σ-conjugacy classes of σ-regular

x in Gf which are σ-ellίptίc at the ut. T is the centralizer of Nx in G.

The sum over πf is abosolutely convergent. It ranges over σ-ίnvariant auto-

morphic Gf-modules. The cπ, are complex numbers.

Remark. The lemma holds also in the case of G, where e — 1 and

(7 = 1 .

Proof. The assumption at ux alone implies that the sum Σ Jo(f) of

[A] is equal to our sum over x. It is well known that it is finite; for a

proof see, e.g., [Rig], I, Section 3. The sum Σ Jχ(f) consists of integrals

of logarithmic derivatives of intertwining operators acting on induced re-

presentations. As the degree of the derivatives is at most rk (G), our
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r + 1 assumptions imply the vanishing of all integrals. There remains a

discrete sum of irreducible representations π', whose components at ui are

σ-elliptic. They are not necessarity square-integrable (cf. case of SL(2)).

Since π' is irreducible, the intertwining operator is constant and the cπ,

is its value. It is integral and positive for cuspidal π''.

Remark. (1) We use Lemma 0 in the proof of the Proposition below.

However, when Gu is a split local group it suffices (clearly when G =

GL{n), and by the arguments of [K], appendix, when G Φ GL(ή), to use

the simple trace formula (of Deligne-Kazhdan (see [Rig], I, Section 3)),

where at some place v of F which splits in E we take a supercusp form fv.

For a non-split local group Gu and elliptic regular Tu in Gu there may

not exist a global field F, group G over F, element ϊ in G near ϊu in Gu,

such that 7 is elliptic in Gυ, where v is a place of F which splits in E.

If v is a place of F which stays prime in E it is not clear that there

exists a σ-invariant supersuspidal G^-module. Hence, without further work

we cannot use the trace formula with a supercuspidal component in the

quasisplit case, and have to use Lemma 0.

In the proof of the Proposition below, we shall use the following

Remark. (2) If the place v splits in E/F, given fυ in C(Gυ) (which is

right C^-invariant, where Cv is a compact open subgroup of Gv), we take a

measure f'v of volume one with fv*f'v — fv (namely the quotient by the volume

\Cυ\ of the characteristic function of Cv). Then φυ = (fυ,fi, •,/£) in C(Gυ)

satisfies Φ(x, φυ) = Φ(Nx, fυ) and F(x, Φυ) = F(Nx, fv). Moreover, given a

G^-module πυ we have tr τ^υ(φv) = tr πv(fΌ), where π'υ is the G'v = Gυ X X

G^-module ? r ΰ χ χ χ X°e~^v; see [GL(3)], Section 1.5.2.

The following is the main result of our paper. It is the crucial step

in the approximation argument needed to derive local and global lifting

information from the trace formula.

PROPOSITION. Suppose that Eu is an unramίfied cyclic field extension

of FU9 and fu is the image of the spherical function φu under the map

Hi~+Hu which is defined in Section 2; namely φu corresponds to fu. Then

F'(x, φu) = F'(Nx, fu) for all σ-regular x in G'u.

Proof. This has been shown for x in Af

u = A(EU) in Section 2. Using

a standard change of variables formula of the form F(x, φu) = FM(x, φuN)

(x regular, in M = Mu), we may assume that Nx is elliptic regular in Gu.
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For simplicity we denote Eu, Fu, fU9 φu, Gu, G'u, by Έy 'F, '/, % 'G, 'G'. Denote

the centralizer of Nx in fG by 'T. It is an elliptic torus. Let rK be a

finite galois extension of fF over which rT splits. Then fT is defined by

a representation fp: Gal ('K/'F) -> Aut X*('T).

Let F be a global (totally imaginary if the characteristic of 'F is

zero) whose completion at its places u, uQ9 , ur is the local 'F. Let G

be a reductive quasi-split group over F with Gu, Gu. isomorphic to rG such

that G is dense in fG. Let if be a galois extension of F with K®FFUi

= 'AT, and K®FFU = 'K, with

Gal (JSΓ/F) - Gal

Let Γ be a torus of G over F, which splits over K, such that Tu ~ T ,

ϊ 7 ^ - T , and Γ - T(F) is dense in 'T. The existence of a pair (ϊ7, G)

with such properties is proven in [Rig], Lemma 1.4. Finally we choose

a cyclic extension E of F such that Gal (E/F), Gal (EJFU) and Gal (EJFU)

are isomorphic. It is clear that (2) of (5.1) is held at ut by construction.

Choose functions / in C(G) and φ in C(Gf) as follows. At all places

v of F we require that F'(g, φv) = F'(Ng, fυ) for all ^-regular £ in G£, and

•F'ί̂ j fυ) = 0 if ^ is regular in Gυ but not a norm. The choice of /, φ is

possible by Proposition 3, since for almost all v we take fv = /J and φυ =

^J. At the remaining finite set of places we take fv and 0O to be supported

on the regular sets of Gυ and Gf

v. If υ splits in E\F then /υ, ^υ are related

as in Remark (2) which is stated before the proposition; this holds in

particular for the archimedean places. At the places v — ut (0 < i < r),

the components fΌ, φv are taken to be supported on the (σ-) regular elliptic

set of Gυ, Gr

υ, such that F(g\ φv), F(g, fv) are (<τ-) stable functions. The

conditions of Lemma 0 are satisfied, and so do the conditions of (5.1) and

(5.2). Finally at u we choose μ = 1 and a regular λ in X*(A) as in the

Definitions of Section 4. As remarked at the end of Section 4, the cor-

responding regular functions fu and φu are matching. We conlcude the

following

LEMMA 1. For the functions /, φ chosen above we have

(6.1) Σ cπ tr π(f) = Σ <V tr π\φ) .

The sums range over the π and πr which appear in Lemma 0; they are

absolutely convergent.

Write F^ for the product of the completions of F at its archimedean
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places, and Gm, GL for GiFJ), Gf(FJ). Given irreducible modules π^ and

πi = (πgo9 <πoo9 . . ., ^-'πj) of GM and GL, we have tr TΓ^/J = tr τcL(φoo). Put

/°° = ®fv,φ°° = ®φv (product over finite υ); π°°,πfco are similarly defined.

From a standard statement (see e.g., [Rig]) of "generalized" linear inde-

pendence of characters for absolutely convergent sums (as are the sums

of (6.1)) we deduce the following

LEMMA 2. We have

(6.2) Σ c(π~) tr π~(f-) = Σ <π^) tr π"°(φ-).

The sums are over the π00, ττ/co so that π = π00 ® JTM, π' = π/o° (x) πL appear in

(6.1).

We write the last identity in the form

(6.3) Σ c(πu) tr πu(fu) = Σ « ) tr <(0tt).

The sums range over (equivalence classes of) Gu- and G^-modules πu and

π^ which appear as components of π°°, π°° in the previous sum, and which

have an Iwahori fixed vector (by [B'], Lemma 4.7; indeed, as noted in

Lemma 4.4, if tr πu(fu) Φ 0, since μ = 1 the definition of regular fu implies

that the Jacquet module of πu with respect to a Borel subgroup has an

unramified exponent).

Now given π^, or πi,, and a compact open subgroup C of G(Af) or

G'(Af), where Af denotes the ring of finite adeles, there are only finitely

many automorphic G- or G^modules with a C-fixed vector and the given

component at oo (see, e.g., [BJ]). Hence, we obtain the following

LEMMA 3. For a fixed choice of fv and φv for v Φ u, the sums over

7r°°, π/co, hence those over πu, π'u, are finite.

Recall that by Lemma 4.3 we have tr πu{fu) = Σwλ(wrj); the sum ranges

over a subset of W(A) depending on πu. The same formula holds for

tr π'u(φu) by Lemma 4.5. As λ varies in a sufficiently large subset of X*(A),

we can apply linear independence of (finitely many) characters to conclude

that we have the following

LEMMA 4. For any unramified σ-invariant character τfu of A'uy we have

(6.4) Σ c(πu) tr πu(fu) = Σ c « ) tr π'u(φu).

Here the sum on the right ranges over the (finitely many) Gr

u-modules πr

u in

the composition series of the induced representation I(η'u). The sum on the
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left extends over the Gu-modules πu in the composition series of the induced

representation I(ηu), where ηu is any unramified character of Au with

ηu{Na) = rfu(a)

However (6.4) holds not only for regular functions fu,φU9 but also for

the unit elements fl9 φ°u of the Hecke algebras Hu, Ή
r

u. We conclude the

following

LEMMA 5. We have c(πu) — c(π'u) whenever πU9 π'u are spherical and

correspond to each other by the map G —> G" of Section 2.

Proof. A Gu -module induced from an unramified character of the

Borel subgroup has in its composition series a unique irreducible unrami-

fied subquotient. The same holds for G'u, as required.

It follows that (6.4) holds with any corresponding fu, φu in Hu, Ή.'u.

The same is true for (6.3), (6.2) and (6.1), hence we have

Σ [k(f)]-1\Z(A)f\f(A)\Φ'(Ng,f) = Σ W(f)]-ι\Z(A)f\f(A)\Φ>(g, φ),

where the components fu, φu of /, φ are spherical and corresponding. The

sums are finite, and range over stable regular conjugacy classes in G

(which are elliptic regular at the ut). f is the centralizer of Ng in G.

We choose fu = ®fv (product over v Φ u) such that Φ'(Nx,fu) Φ 0; since

T is dense in Tu we may assume that the x of the proposition is rational

in T', and T is the centralizer of Nx in G. As the sums over Ng are

finite we can reduce the support of /«, to assume that for fixed fU9φtt9 the

sums over Ng range over the element Nx only. We conclude that Φ'(Nx,

fu) = Φ'(x, φu) for any σ-regular x in G' which is σ-elliptic in G'uy hence

for all σ-regular σ-elliptic x in Gi, as required.
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